
    FEATURED

TOASTED AND NUTTY

TROEGS CULTIVATOR  •  HELLER BOCK  •  6.9% 16oz Can  $0.50

This spring bock delivers hints of toasted grains, fresh baked bread and delicate floral hops.

DARK AND ROASTED

WELLS AND YOUNGS DOUBLE CHOCOLATE STOUT NITRO  •  STOUT  •  5.2% 16oz Draft  $4

Pale ale and crystal malt, chocolate malt, special blend of sugars, Fuggle and Goldings hops, real dark chocolate and
chocolate essence.

    ON TAP

CRISP AND BRIGHT

MILLER LITE  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.2% 16oz  $3

This carefully crafted pilsner uses the finest ingredients and brewing techniques to ensure rich, full-bodied beer taste at
only 96 calories. Milwaukee, WI

COORS LIGHT  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.2% 16oz  $2.50

Tap the Rockies with this clean and crisp premium light beer that finishes smooth. Golden, CO

WARSTEINER  •  PILSNER  •  4.8% 16oz  $4

Classic German Pilsener. The malt for our beer is manufactured from top-quality brewing barley cultivated from well-known
German producing regions and from Champagne, which enjoy optimal climatic and soil conditions.

DINKELACKER PILS  •  PILSNER  •  4.9% 16oz  $4

A classic pilsner beer brewed according to a century old recipe. Pale in color with a crisp, clean taste using selected fine
hops. It is light, frothy and delicately tart. A truly refreshing beer.

HOFBRAU MUNCHEN PILS  •  PILSNER  •  4.9% 16oz  $4

Crisp, clean, refreshing beer that prominently features a light hop bitterness.

SPATEN PREMIUM LAGER  •  PREMIUM LAGER  •  5.2% 16oz  $4

This beer is a Spaten speciality. In 1894 Spaten became the first brewery in Munich to produce this brand of light lager.
Golden in color with a well-balanced hop-flavor.

TOASTED AND NUTTY

YUENGLING  TRADITIONAL LAGER  •  AMBER LAGER/VIENNA  •  4.4% 16oz  $3

Pottsville, PA

SAMUEL ADAMS WINTER LAGER  •  MAIBOCK  •  5.6% 16oz  $4

Bold and rich, with a touch of holiday spice.  The cinnamon, ginger, and hint of citrus from the orange peel blend with the
roasty sweetness of the malts to deliver a warming, spicy flavor.
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DARK AND ROASTED

SCHWABEN BRAU DAS SCHWARZE  •  SCHWARZBIER  •  4.9% 16oz  $4

A deep black lager beer , spicy and hop bitter at the same time . The bottom-fermented black beer specialty for connoisseurs
and lovers of the particular flavor and the " base drink " for the party enjoyment.

FRUITY AND SPICY

SHINER HOLIDAY CHEER  •  DUNKELWEIZEN  •  5.4% 16oz  $4

Hints of Texas peaches & pecans with a hint of holiday spice at the end.

WEIHENSTEPHANER HEFEWEISSBIER  •  GERMAN HEFEWEIZEN  •  5.4% 16oz  $4

Our golden-yellow wheat beer, with its fine-pored white foam, smells of cloves and impresses consumers with its refreshing
banana flavour. It is full bodied and with a smooth yeast taste.

KöNIG LUDWIG WEISSBIER HELL  •  GERMAN HEFEWEIZEN  •  5.5% 16oz  $4

SHOCK TOP TWISTED PRETZEL WHEAT  •  WITBIER  •  5.2% 16oz  $4

Shock Top has united the classic taste of a crisp, cold beer and warm, bakery-fresh pretzels in its newest brew, Shock Top
Twisted Pretzel Wheat.

    BOTTLES

CRISP AND BRIGHT

YUENGLING LIGHT LAGER  •  PALE LAGER  •  3.8% 12oz Bottle  $1.50

COORS LIGHT  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.2% 12oz Bottle  $3

Tap the Rockies with this clean and crisp premium light beer that finishes smooth. Golden, CO

BUD LIGHT  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.2% 12oz Bottle  $2.50

Bud Light is an American style lager made from rice, hops and barley malt. It is less alcoholic than regular Budweiser beer. It
is marketed in the "premium-light" category. St. Louis, Missouri  ABV 4.2%

MICHELOB ULTRA  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.2% 12oz Bottle  $2.50

Brewed using the finest barley malt, select grains, all-imported hops and a pure-cultured yeast strain.

BUDWEISER  •  PALE LAGER  •  5% 12oz Bottle  $2.50

Brewed and sold since 1876, “The king of Beers” is the largest selling beer in the world.  Budweiser has been the world’s
best selling beer since 1957, and is distributed in 70 countries. St. Louis, MO

WOLTERS PILSENER  •  PILSNER  •  4.8% 12oz Bottle  $4

A term for traditional art of brewing and known far beyond the borders of Braunschweig. The noble bitter hops aromatic
taste makes Wolters Pilsener to treat for any beer connoisseur. Brewed 400 yards from Jüergen's Elementary School.

JEVER PILSENER  •  PILSNER  •  4.9% 12oz Bottle  $4

Unique in taste. The secret lies in the water, which is still taken from the same well used well over 100 years ago. The
water from our well is unusually pure and soft.

HEINEKEN  •  PILSNER  •  5% 12oz Bottle  $2

Consisting of just water, barley, hops, and yeast, Heineken lager is a pure European pilsner.  Bright golden in color and
malty, yet mildly bitter in taste, it was designed by its namesake, Gerard Adriaan Heineken.

OMISSION GLUTEN FREE LAGER  •  PREMIUM LAGER  •  4.6% 12oz Bottle  $4

Omission Lager is a refreshing and crisp beer, brewed in the traditional lager style.
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MAGIC HAT DREAM MACHINE IPL  •  STRONG PALE LAGER  •  5.7% 12oz Bottle  $4

Dream Machine, an India Pale Lager or IPL, is a melding of varied visions of an India Pale Ale and an Amber Lager.

HOPPY

OMISSION GLUTE FREE PALE ALE  •  AMERICAN PALE ALE  •  5.8% 12oz Bottle  $4

Bold and hoppy, Omission Pale Ale is a hop-forward American Pale Ale, brewed to showcases the Cascade hop profile.

SIERRA NEVADA FLIPSIDE RED IPA  •  INDIA PALE ALE (IPA)  •  6.2% 12oz Bottle  $4

Flipside Red IPA is a rebuttal to the mild-mannered beers of summer. Tropical fruit and citrus hop flavors from the use of
whole-cone Citra, Simcoe and Centennial hops are the perfect notes for this in-between season.

OMISSION GLUTEN FREE IPA  •  INDIA PALE ALE (IPA)  •  6.7% 12oz Bottle  $4

The heavy-handed use of Cascade and Summit hops give it notable pine, citrus, and grapefruit aromas and flavors.

TOASTED AND NUTTY

WARSTEINER PREMIUM DUNKEL  •  DUNKEL  •  4.9% 12oz Bottle  $4

This exceptionally smooth dark lager has a deep chestnut brown hue, toasty malt and mocha aromas, with a medium-bodied
palate and subtle hop bitterness on the finish.

AYINGER ALTBAIRISCH DUNKEL  •  DUNKEL  •  5% 12oz Bottle  $4

Dark chocolate in color, you can see a wonderful reflection if you hold it up to the light. It is round and soft with the warm,
sweet aroma of freshly roasted malted barley.

DARK AND ROASTED

TROEGS JAVA HEAD  •  STOUT  •  7.5% 12oz Bottle  $4

After the boil the hot wort passes through our hopback vessel packed full of whole leaf hops and a bed of coffee beans -
akin to a French press - intensifying the coffee nose and releasing hints of coffee flavor.

FRUITY AND SPICY

KLOSTER ANDECHS WEISSBIER DUNKEL  •  DUNKELWEIZEN  •  5% 12oz Bottle  $4

This dark Weissbier retains its aromatic character thanks to the select choice of Hallertau aroma hops and highest quality
Bavarian wheat and dark barley malts.

LAMBIC PEACH  •  FRUIT BEER  •  4% 12oz Bottle  $4

Belgian Peche Beer / Malt beverage with peaches added

AYINGER BRAU WEISSE  •  GERMAN HEFEWEIZEN  •  5.1% 12oz Bottle  $4

Fragrance and taste of the “yeast-cloudy” wheat beer are distinguished by a refined top-fermented,  flowery-yeast character
and an unmistakable, distinct banana aroma.

SCHNEIDER WEISSE ORIGINAL  •  GERMAN HEFEWEIZEN  •  5.4% 12oz Bottle  $4

With its amber-mahogany coloring and streaked with fine top-fermented yeast, this beer has a fine, persistent head that
adheres well to the glass.

WEIHENSTEPHANER KRISTALLWEISSBIER  •  GERMAN KRISTALLWEIZEN  •  5.4% 12oz Bottle  $4

In our golden-yellow crystal-clear wheat beer the fresh citrus flavour harmonises very well with spicy banana notes. The
fine sparkling gives it a tangy and animated appearance. Throughout summer and winter, it’s a prickling experience.

SMALL TOWN NOT YOUR FATHER'S ROOT BEER (5.9%)  •  SPICE/VEGETABLE  •  5.9% 12oz Bottle  $4

Hints of sarsaparilla, wintergreen, anise, & vanilla with a smooth & balanced Ale, NYFRB has broad appeal – from
discerning craft beer drinkers to non-beer drinkers.
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SMALL TOWN NOT YOUR FATHER'S GINGER ALE  •  SPICE/VEGETABLE  •  5.9% 12oz Bottle  $4

Kovac’s fond memories of his family’s homemade ginger ale and hard lemon candy inspired him to spend several years
painstakingly refining his recipe for a sessionable, alcoholic ginger ale with a nuanced, yet refreshingly familiar taste an.

SHINER WHITE WING  •  WITBIER  •  4.7% 12oz Bottle  $4

If you like Blue Moon, Shock Top or Allagash White this is stylistic the same. In truth, the beer tastes just like it sounds and
it's hard to dispute the label's claim of being a "true-to-style Belgian wheat ale".

SOUR, TART, AND FUNKY

BERLINER KINDL 1809 WEISSE  •  BERLINER WEISSE  •  3% 12oz Bottle  $4

Refreshing, sparkling bubbly, with little alcohol and yet nice and sparkling: Even in taste Berliner Kindl Weisse is simply
incomparable. Its unique taste and aroma diversity owes Berliner Kindl Weisse a special brewing process.

FRAMBOISE LAMBIC BELGIAN RASPBERRY  •  LAMBIC - FRUIT  •  2.5% 12oz Bottle  $4

A clean natural tasting brew with undertones of fresh raspberries and a wonderful aroma.

STRONG AND BOOZY

AYINGER CELEBRATOR DOPPELBOCK  •  DOPPELBOCK  •  6.7% 12oz Bottle  $4

Celebrator has a creamy head of tight bubbles contrasting beautifully with its profound dark robe. It is full-bodied and
velvety from half a year's aging. Although it is strong, it is not overpowering.

SPATEN OPTIMATOR  •  DOPPELBOCK  •  7.6% 12oz Bottle  $4

The classic German dark beer, bottom fermented 'Doppel Bock'. Full bodied with a deep dark color and rich roasted malt
flavor.

OTHER

BISCHOFF PREMIUM PILSNER  •  4.7% 12oz Bottle  $4

ERDINGER NON ALCOHOLIC  •  NON-ALCOHOLIC  •  0% 12oz Bottle  $3

Whether at work, before driving or after sports, there are certain occasions where it is wiser to avoid alcohol. For those who
don't want to miss out on the delicious taste of wheat beer, though, the solution is ERDINGER Alkoholfrei.

ST. PAULI GIRL NON-ALCOHOLIC  •  NON-ALCOHOLIC  •  0.5% 12oz Bottle  $3

For those that prefer a non-alcoholic Girl, St. Pauli Non-Alcoholic (N.A.) has a pleasant hop aroma, a well-balanced malt
flavor, crisp hop finish and the taste of an imported beer without the alcohol. This N.A.

REDBRIDGE SORGHUM BEER  •  SPECIALTY GRAIN  •  4% 12oz Bottle  $4

Rich, hearty and full-bodied gluten-free lager brewed from sorghum. Redbridge has a distinctively fruity hop aroma, a sweet
toasted grain flavor and a well-balanced, moderately hopped finish.

    CANS

CRISP AND BRIGHT

MILLER LITE  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.2% 12oz Can  $2.50

This carefully crafted pilsner uses the finest ingredients and brewing techniques to ensure rich, full-bodied beer taste at
only 96 calories. Milwaukee, WI

PABST BLUE RIBBON (PBR)  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.7% 12oz Can  $2.50

Pabst Blue Ribbon is brewed in the finest traditions of an American Premium Lager dating back to 1844.
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WOLTERS PILSENER  •  PILSNER  •  4.8% 12oz Can  $4

A term for traditional art of brewing and known far beyond the borders of Braunschweig. The noble bitter hops aromatic
taste makes Wolters Pilsener to treat for any beer connoisseur. Brewed 400 yards from Jüergen's Elementary School.

TOASTED AND NUTTY

YUENGLING  TRADITIONAL LAGER  •  AMBER LAGER/VIENNA  •  4.4% 12oz Can  $3

Pottsville, PA

DARK AND ROASTED

YUENGLING BLACK & TAN  •  PORTER  •  5.2% 12oz Can  $3

A dark brew, smooth and mellow, with a slight caramel flavor.

FRUITY AND SPICY

BUD LIGHT LIME  •  FRUIT BEER  •  4.2% 12oz Can  $2.50

Bud Light Lime, introduced in 2008, is a lime flavored premium light lager. The refreshing twist of Bud Light Lime comes
from the combination of the superior drinkability of Bud Light paired with 100 percent natural lime flavor.

REDD’S APPLE ALE  •  FRUIT BEER  •  5% 12oz Can  $2.50

Ale with natural apple flavor & caramel color

OTHER

HENRY'S HARD ORANGE SODA  •  SODA  •  4.2% 12oz Can  $3

Henry’s Hard Orange is here to help push the limits of social etiquette. It tastes a lot like the orange soda you’re used to,
just 4.2% harder.

    ON DECK

CRISP AND BRIGHT

HACKER PSCHORR MUNICH GOLD  •  GOLDEN ALE/BLOND ALE  •  5.5% 16oz Draft  $4

Poured clear light golden not a lot of head and not much lacing. Aroma is mostly bread, some light citrus notes. Nice and
balanced taste starts sweet and finishes in a refreshing slightly bitter way.

HOPPY

GOOSE ISLAND IPA  •  INDIA PALE ALE (IPA)  •  5.9% 16oz Draft  $4

Chicago, IL...A fruity aroma, set off by a dry malt middle, and long hop finish.

FRUITY AND SPICY

SCHOFFERHOFER GRAPEFRUIT HEFEWEIZEN  •  GERMAN HEFEWEIZEN  •  3.2% 16oz Draft  $4

Schofferhofer grapefruit is a unique combination of sparkling wheat beer and refreshing tangy fruit juice. Mix of 50%
Schofferhofer wheat beer and 50% grapefruit juice.
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